Techknow’s 15” OCS 150
An Analytics Driven Digital
Merchandising Platform

TEMS is a cloud based application that allows
the marketing team to remotely manage all
campaigns on the OCS. This includes running
and analyzing effectiveness of promotions by

Innovative Order Confirmations Systems
and Cloud based applications from the
LEADER in the QSR industry.

daypart, displaying pictures of suggestive sell

The OCS 150 was designed to improve order accuracy

items thus increasing your average ticket. In

and speed of service, reduce operating expense and

addition TEMS pushes community messaging or

employee theft, influence point of purchase decisions,

consumer alerts to your OCS.

and enhance customer satisfaction. The OCS150

TOPS cloud based applications enable the

coupled with Techknow’s TEMS and TOPS software
provide unparallelled service and support.

restaurant to remotely monitor the operational
status of each device thus improving help desk
efficiency. Track and monitor vehicle detection
box or loop issues. Be notified upon the loss of
data or when wiring problems are identified.

TEMS & TOPS can be managed from any

The 15” OCS was designed

mobile device with internet access.

to fit into most vendors /

*Subscription required

suppliers pedestals with
minor field adjustments.
Techknow’s pedestal is
designed to fit a 15” OCS
150 or OCS300 17” OCS
in portrait or landscape
mode. Change the color of
the front panel to promote
your brand.
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Cutting Edge
Technology
The OCS 150
The OCS150 utilizes Linux OS for
open architecture and security.

Our unique cooling technology
has made Techknow one of the
coolest operating units in the
industry.

Techknow’s order confirmation
boards are the brightest in the
industry. We have developed
interfaces with over 95% of all
POS systems and many back
office systems.

Techknow’s pedestal
was designed with an
interchangeable front panel
that enables you to change
colors without replacing the
entire pedestal.

Techknow Installation and Field
Service team provides national
coverage. We can be at any
location within four hours.

INPUT POWER
Voltage

100/264 VAC (auto-sensing) 0.60A

Frequency

50/60Hz

Power

42 Watts

SPECIFICATIONS
Sealed Display Operating Temp

-40°C to +60°C ambient

Display Type

TFT- LCD

Size

15in

Resolution

1024 x 768

Color Depth

16.2M Colors

Brightness

1500 Nits

Humidty

5% to 90% non-condensing

Viewing Angle

140 Vertical and 160 Horizontal

MTBF

62,000 Hours

Response Time

<=8ms

Contrast Ratio

700:01:00

Remote Monitoring

Yes via TOPS (Power, Temperature, Data)

Automatic Dimming Backlight optional
Connectivity

Ethernet or Serial

Standard Three Year Warranty

Extended Warranty optional

Network

10/100 10BT/10B2 Ethernet

DIMENSIONS
OCS Display Dimensions

16.71” x 11.99” x 5.81”

Metal Pedestal Dimensions

60 3/4” x 11 9/16” x 22 3/8”

SHIP WEIGHT
Screen

25 lbs

Screen and Metal Pedestal

97 lbs
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